Let Xl,...,X n be negatively dependent uniformly bounded random variables with d.f. F(x). In this paperwe obtain bounds for the^p robabilities P(I Y=IXil >_nt) and P(l(pn-pl >e) where pn is the sample pth^q uantile and p is the pth quantile of F(x). Moreover, we show that pn is a strongly consistent estimator of p under mildr estrictions on F(x) in the neighborhood of p. We also show that (pn converges completely to p.
Introduction
In many stochastic models, the assumption that random variables are independent is not plausible. Increases in some random variables are often related to decreases in other random variables so an assumption of negative dependence is more appropriate than an assumption of independence. Lehmann [12] ( 5) n--1
In the following example, we will show that the ND properties are not preserved
for absolute values and squares of random variables.
Example: Let (X, Y) have the following p.d.f: Hence, for a-1 we obtain the strong law of large numbers for negatively dependent uniformly bounded random variables.
Asymptotic Behavior of Quantiles for ND Random Variables
The following two theorems and one corollary given conditions under which pn is contained in a suitably small neighborhood of p with probability one for all sufficiently large n. 
